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Dear friends and supporters,
With this booklet and our 1st agein we mark the 10th Anniversary
of At Home With Growing Older (AHWGO).
We are thrilled to reach this organizational milestone!
Many people have dedicated time and talent to help build
AHWGO. I would like to acknowledge our board members,
advisory board members & steering committee members, staff
and the people who helped us realize this event, for their tireless
dedication: Gretchen Addi, Katie Babcock,Tasneem Babul, Dmitri
Belser, Mary Clutts, Heather Dobbins, Lakendra Dunkin, Gloria
Feldman, Rachael Friedman, Lisa Hendrickson, Sara Ingram,
Marie Jobling, Christy Johnston Limon, Candiece Milford,
Beth MacLeod, Erin McInrue Savage, Andrea Moss, Susan Poor,
Susanne Revutsky, Donna Schempp, Cathy Spensley, Janice
Schwartz.

We hope you enjoy learning more about the history of AHWGO
and continue to join us as our story evolves.
Warmly,
Mikiko Huang
Board President
June 2019

Thank you to more than 80 speakers who over the last ten years
have donated their insights and time to our forums. Thank you to
our ever-growing community of engaged participants who make
every forum a learning experience.
We also thank our generous sponsors and partners, Avenidas,
the Center for Accessible Technology, the Community Living
Campaign, Resin Advertising, Rhoda Goldman Plaza, Scott &
Warner Builders for their financial and in-kind support!
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Welcome

Susanne Stadler

Welcome to our 1st agein. With this teach-in we are celebrating
our diverse learning community which has promoted a radical
acceptance of aging. We are seeking your thoughts on how to
continue igniting conversations that change the way this phase
of life is seen, felt and understood, both from an individual and
professional perspective. We can only be ‘at home with growing
older’ if we ‘move the needle’ of our conversation on aging. We
look forward to exploring creative opportunities and solutions
with you.
Thank you to all those who have been part of this 10 year journey
and to those who have chosen to join us for the first time. We
hope you will become an active part of our inquiry into what it
takes to be at ‘home with growing older.’ We are a mostly volunteer
run organization. Our two programs, Learning Forums and Aging
360, rely on the generous and committed support of volunteers,
including our Board, Advisory Board, Steering Committee,
sponsors, teachers, facilitators, and engaged participants. This is
an amazing group of professionals and lay people of all ages and
diverse backgrounds who actively engage in imaginative thinking
to introduce and advance conversations relevant to this phase
of life.
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With your participation we are looking forward to strengthening
our work through:
▪▪ Expanding the diversity of our learning community
▪▪ Working with organizations that are aligned with our
mission and supporting their work
▪▪ Continuing our effort to bring the lens of elderhood to
discussions and decisions that concern all of us no matter
what age
▪▪ Engaging younger adults for mutual support and learning
We hope you will enjoy this 1st agein and are looking forward to
your comments and ideas.
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Agenda
Setting the Tone

agein Program

Learning Circles
Facilitated Lunch
Conversations

Ed Roberts Campus, Berkeley, CA
Universal Design
Architect: LMS Architects
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Agenda
The agein is modeled after the Teach-Ins of the 60s – peer to peer
teaching and learning across generations and disciplines rather
than in the hierarchical order of a teacher/student relationship.
The overarching topic is ‘Interconnectedness’ which we will
explore in learning circles and facilitated conversations over
lunch. We hope that you will walk away from this day with new
friends, inspiration to take action in small or larger ways and more
curiosity about the many ways of being ‘at home with growing
older.’ We want to age-into our community rather than age-out of
it!
			

9:30 AM

					

10:00 AM

					

10:15 AM

Check In, Coffee & Networking
General Welcome
Setting the Tone
Example of Teach-In, 1960s
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11:00 AM

			

12:45 PM

Sharing & Birthday Cake & Closing Remarks 		

2:00 PM

Farewell & Networking

2:30 PM

Concurrent Learning Circles
Facilitated Lunch Conversations
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Setting the Tone

Ed Reed

If you’ve never thought “words cannot do justice to this story,”
maybe you’ve never met Ed Reed. His story is a good one: growing
up in Watts during the 30’s & 40’s, sharing music with future
jazz greats, a stint in the military and several in prison, heroin
addiction, recovery, teaching, performing, recording. But beyond
the words and even beyond the music is a rich, whole, strong life.
Join us in appreciating Ed who brings his decades of experience to
a life still full of learning, music, and teaching others to live well.
On keyboard: Adam Shulman
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Learning Circles
Social Justice
Towards Emancipatory Gerontology
How do institutional forces and public policies influence aging?
How do we evaluate direct services, and how do we think about
making our society a better place for growing and aging? Nicholas
DiCarlo and Caroll Estes introduced the concepts of Emancipatory
Gerontology in their new book, “Aging A-Z.”
Consumers and service providers alike can use these concepts to
advocate for themselves and their community, for a broad sense
of “rights” -- not just for older adults, but for all to age in a world
with respect and dignity.
Nicholas DiCarlo,Therapist/Author, JarminYeh, Assistant Professor UCSF,
Talia Davidow, Over 60 Health Center
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Digital World
Flexible Thinking in the Digital World
Digital literacy is more than just learning how to use a keyboard,
mouse, or touch screen. It requires shifts in thinking about, and
interacting with, the digital tool-rich world we live in. From
finding tools to learning how to use them, to comfortably
integrating them in our lives - living with modern digital
technology requires flexible and creative thinking.
Dmitri Belser, Jennifer McDonald-Peltier & Noah Praskins, Center for
Accessible Technology, Laurie C. Sanchez, Community Tech Network
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Design
Age-in Instead

Age-out: On the creative
connected to yourself, home and the world
of

process of staying

Use creative thinking to navigate the transitions that are part of
the reality of growing older! Creativity is part of every act: rethink
how we live in our homes in older age and find tools that work for
us when we need support and when we create for the joy of it.
An artist and educator who draws her lessons from nature, an
educator and proponent of inclusive design, and an architect who
sees delight as the key criteria in age-friendly design will engage
participants in shaping our own world as we grow older.
Lisa Carroll, Artist and Educator, Ricardo Gomes, Professor School of
Design, SFSU, Susi Stadler, Architect, ED At HomeWith Growing Older
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Facilitated Lunch Conversations
Sharing Personal Stories and Insights
What happens when we decide to move after 30 plus years? How does
caregiving for an older relative or friend who needs support affect our
personal life? How can young and old connect in a meaningful way?
Participants will have the opportunity to discuss these and other
subjects with their table partners, share personal insights and learn
from each other’s questions and perspectives.
Gretchen Addi, Design and Strategy Consultant and AHWGO
Board Member will invite tables to share their perspectives
and help us connect insights and questions gained from these
discussions.
Participants are encouraged to use the worksheet in their
program/reflection booklet to record their takeaway of the day.
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At Home with Growing Older
Paradigm Shift
We need to support people in older age to live to
their full potential rather than just keep them safe.

Benchmarks 2009–2019

SAFETY
SAFETY

SELF EXPRESSION
IMAGINATION
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Benchmarks
Survey Question:
What Best Describes Your Work/Field?

Source: AHWGO Participant Survey, September 2017
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2009–2019

At Home With Growing Older (AHWGO) was founded in 2009
by an architect and social worker and started as an interdisciplinary
discussion group considering the tremendous work of “growing
old” with more information, awareness, and pro-active inquiry.
We gathered professionals, thinkers, activists, and academics
seeking to expand and improve their personal and professional
practice. AHWGO continues to grow and evolve its programs
and reach. Today we are a committed group from a broad range of
disciplines, from designers to artists to technologists to lawyers,
who are dedicated to changing the experiences of later life.
Our forums are held on both sides of the Bay to serve people in
the wider Bay Area. In 2016 we added Aging 360 workshops to
support participants in ‘owning’ their aging experience in a home
that suits their needs. To date we have held more than 80 forums
and six Aging 360 workshops in a variety of communities.
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Successes
Committed volunteer
staff of 6 professionals:
industrial design,
architecture,
communication, social
services, psychology,
public policy

First Forum
with 10
people

2009

2010

AHWGO
founded by an
architect and
social worker

2011

2012

1st Forum at our
new East Bay venue:
Ed Roberts Campus
in Berkeley

2013

Our largest
Forum yet: 80
people at
‘Growing Up and
Growing Older’

Served 1,000
people

2014

2015

2016

60 Forums with
more than 70
presenters from
over 10 disciplines

1st pilot for Aging
360 workshop in
partnership with
Community Living
Campaign
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501c.3 status
approved

Stupski Family
Foundation
participates in
panel discussion
and makes
donation
Berkeley Board
Fellows Program
accepts AHWGO
as partner

Rhoda Goldman
Plaza becomes
Season Sponsor

2017

Establish Board
of Directors
with 7 board
members

RESIN Advertising
donates their
services: New
logo for AHWGO

2018

First board retreat
facilitated by
Nancy Friedman

2019

agein 10th
anniversary

500 subscribers
to mailing list,
25 to 92 years
old
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Programs: Forums

About Forums
Outcomes

Donna Schempp, LCSW and geriatric care manager talks
about the challenges of family caregiving.
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About Forums
Forums are information exchanges between professionals and
individuals. They are facilitated by thought leaders and experts
from a variety of disciplines and areas of interest. Forums are
often co-sponsored and co-produced by other organizations and
corporations in the Bay Area. They are unique in that they take the
conversation about aging out of the typical context of caregiving
and healthcare and insert it into the larger context of quality of
life, creativity and interconnectedness.
We view forum topics from the following four perspectives:
How-to: Resources, strategies, ideas and tools to plan for and live
well in older age.
Research/Study/Analysis: Digging deeper into the complexities
of this phase of life through scientific studies, new discoveries,
data analysis.
Reimagine Aging: Creative ways to deal with the tasks, challenges
and opportunities that are part of this phase of life.
Community/Advocacy/Activism/Collaboration: The larger
framework of our aging experience.
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Outcomes
Fostering Collaborative Alliances
Example:
Forum: Food on the Table – Aging in Place
Meals on Wheels knows a lot about the needs of older adults but
very little about technology.
UberEATS is the reverse.
The two connected in a forum on the role of food in older age.
They took the conversation into meetings after our forum to share
best practices.

Challenging Assumptions
Example:
Forum: Philanthropy in the Field of Aging: Cultivating Innovative
Thinking and Solutions
While some say aging is trending, only 2% of funds in philanthropy
go to aging.
Funding for aging issues is sometimes inhibited by ageism, lack of
funding for social determinants, and more.
ShirinVakharia, Marin Community Foundation
Glen Galaich, Stupski Foundation
32

We brought together a panel of funders to discuss the impact their
foundations want to make in the field of aging.
33

Seeing Older Adults as Experts
Example:
Forum: InsiderVoices: Sharing Different Paths Taken, Lessons Learned and
Questions Unanswered
The voices of older adults are often not heard.
Products and services are designed for them and not with them.
Aging is still mostly seen as a condition that has to be fixed.
This forum brought together the insights of four women from four
decades of later life. It was a powerful learning experience about
the many pathways to be at ‘home with growing older.’

Sherri Hayes Sawyer 63, Judy Jacobs 70, Sandy Ouye Mori 75,
Stephanie DiGiorgio 83 and moderator Beth MacLeod, 60+
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About Aging 360

Programs: Aging 360

Aging 360 to Date
Participant Voices

Most older adults live in homes in the community -- and that’s
increasingly where care happens.
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About Aging 360
Aging 360 includes workshops, home assessments, and seminars
with the goal of supporting participants living better, and
therefore longer, in their homes and communities. Participants
are encouraged to make their home an ally in a healthier aging
experience. During workshops they take on the role of a ‘home
inspector’ to assess what works and does not work for them in
their homes and leave with an action plan for a project of their
choice.

Millions of older adults live in homes that lack five basic
accessibility features:
▪▪ no-step entry
▪▪ single-floor living
▪▪ extra-wide doorways and halls
▪▪ accessible electrical controls and switches
▪▪ lever-style door and faucet handles
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Aging 360 to Date
▪▪ Six pilots in six different communities in San Francisco
with 90+ participants
▪▪ Interdisciplinary six-part course for Osher Lifelong
Learning Institute, UC Berkeley
▪▪ Comprehensive Aging 360 home assessment and
recommendation for universal design adaptations in
collaboration with Rebuilding Together, San Francisco,
funded by Wells Fargo Housing Foundation and Home
Matters
▪▪ 100% of participants agreed that their knowledge of agefriendly design increased
▪▪ Partners: Community Living Campaign, Family Service
Agency, Rebuilding Together
Example of “age-friendly” adaptations of a bedroom

▪▪ Programs tailored to different socio-economic and housing
situations (renters and homeowners)
▪▪ Aging 360 Toolbox featuring simple products under $20
that allow for DIY home adaptations
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Participant Voices
“Really thought-provoking, going beyond safety to making
your home an ally and making it beautiful too.”
“Saw my home differently and made some positive changes.”
“I wish it was not finished. I would come to the workshop
every week.”

Participants at Aging 360 workshop
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“The desire to live/stay in your own home is always a
priority.”
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Voices

People

Leadership,
Supporters & Staff
Forum Speakers

Jean Dorse who inspired the founding of AHWGO
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Voices
Katy Butler
Journalist Author
AHWGO Speaker
Katy Butler

Glen Galaich

“AHWGO is an extraordinary organization. I appreciated the smarts and
humanity of all the organizers, and of the audience as well -- a wide crosssection of savvy elders and persons with disabilities, along with experts in
fields like gerontology and social work.The conversation was sharp, soulful,
deep, and sophisticated. I loved presenting at AHWGO, it is one of my
favorite places to present and I know it has much to teach me.”

Glen Galaich
Beth MacLeod

Claire Cooper Marcus

CEO Stupski Family Foundation
AHWGO Speaker
“I had a great experience speaking to the members of AHWGO.The level of
experience and commitment to aging issues and solutions is unmatched. I
learned far more than I shared with the group.”

Sherri Hayes Sawyer
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Cathy Spensley
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Beth MacLeod, LCSW

Clare Cooper Marcus

Specialist in Aging, Mental Health, and Caregiving
AHWGO Speaker/Facilitator/Participant

Professor Emerita Of Architecture And Landscape
Architecture & Environmental Planning
AHWGO Speaker/Participant

“I love the idea of an interdisciplinary discussion of aging. In my experience,
too often the discussions, trainings, etc. are all within one discipline -- all
social workers, all attorneys, all medical providers, all caregivers. AHWGO
breaks down the silos/boxes and invites cross-fertilization from everyone
who is paying attention to the issues of aging.
IMHO, the Forum with four women each speaking about her personal
journey into older age was a favorite. These women are the “real experts,”
and the audience was very engaged and the presentations seemed to elicit
some very lively discussion.
Frankly, what I most miss about the Forums as they have gotten bigger
and better known is the opportunity that used to present itself for
smaller-group discussions. It is valuable that the Forums are now
reaching more people and that AHWGO continues to build on its
mission and expand its reach. Now, I appreciate the ongoing diversity
of topics and speakers who bring ideas and information. I think the
group is doing a good job of continuing to be sure speakers come from
all areas of interest and not just “experts” in a major field, e.g. medicine.”
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“I enjoy the range of subjects covered at the Forums, all of them pertaining
to some aspect of issues that I face (or might face) in terms of growing older.
I would probably have never heard many of these speakers except for them
being on the AHWGO program.”

Sherri Hayes Sawyer
Group Facilitator, Partnership Manager at Community Living
Campaign
AHWGO Speaker
“As a speaker at the Forum, I felt supported and my voice valued during
my preparation and during the event. The conversation with the panelists
allowed for each of us to tell our unique story including relocation to
a new city in her 80s, asking for help after loss of spouse, having not
saved for retirement and ways to stay engaged in community, making new
friendships. Me being the youngest senior at 63, I learned so much from
the other panelists. We need more conversations like the one we had in
“InsiderVoices.” I look forward to being a part of this conversation again in
the future.”
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Leadership, Supporters & Staff
Cathy Spensley
Director Senior Services, FSA
AHWGO Speaker/Facilitator/Participant
“At Home With Growing Older convenes a diverse group of people
interested in aging, who you will probably never meet in another setting
outside of AHWGO. Many participants come from professional fields that
are interested in meeting the challenges of an aging population -- like
architecture, design, transportation -- but that have not traditionally been
focused specifically in this area. So the opportunity for those of us in the
field of aging to connect to other professionals who understand aging and
all its ramifications for individuals, society, and the world is an extremely
valuable experience. As silos continue to break down and we look to meeting
challenges through a multidisciplinary lens, I expect AHWGO will continue
to challenge us to ever more meaningful dialogue.Thanks, AHWGO, for the
past ten years! Looking forward to the next decade!”
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Board Members
Mikiko Huang, President, CEO
Erin McInrue Savage,Vice President
Gretchen Addi, Secretary
Marie Jobling, Treasurer
Mary Clutts, Special Projects Chair
Gloria Feldman
Candiece Milford
Janice Schwartz

Advisory Board
Dmitri Belser
Heather Dobbins
Christy Johnston Limon
Beth MacLeod
Susan Poor
Cathy Spensley
Jill Stoner
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Forum Speakers
Steering Committee
Tasneem Babul Rayani
Rachel Friedman
Sara Ingram
Andrea Moss
Susanne Revutsky
Donna Schempp

Staff
Katie Babcock
Lakendra Dunkin
April Gavin

Gretchen Addi
Megory Anderson
Naomi Armenta
Mehrdad Ayati
Philip Batchelder
Dmitri Belser
Doris Bersing
Barbara Beskind
Anita Bowers
Katy Butler
Gary Coates
Susi Coliver
Clare Cooper Marcus
Kenneth Covinsky
Benay Dara-Abrams
Vicki Dello Joio
Charlene E. Depner
Stephanie DiGiorgio
Bob Edmundson
Carroll Estes
Lynette Evans

Zoë Francesca
Glen Galaich
Eileen Gambrill
Dan Gillette
Greacian Goeke
Amy Gorman
Natalie Greene
Ian Griffiths
Sherri Hayes Sawyer
Sheila Hembury
Kate Hoepke
Brooke Hollister
Christina Irving
Judy Jacobs
Ernest Kahn
Elliot Kukla
Odile Lavault
Wanda Lieberman
Warren Logan
Chris Luebkeman
Rachel Main
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Sheila Malkind
Bryce Mander
Erin McInrue Savage
Beth MacLeod
Guy Micco
Cathy Michalec
Erick Mikiten
Leslie Moldow
Kathy Orsini
Sandy Ouye Mori
Fairley Parson
Shela Pearl
Wendy Peterson
Susan Poor
Elena Portacolone
Kevin Prindiville
Barbara Kate Repa
Patricia Ris
Jayne Ross
Andrew Scharlach
Mary Scott
Susanne Sieple-Coates
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Cathy Spensley
Jane Anne Staw
Jill Stoner
Gerry Tierney
Lamar Turner
Mary Twomey
Shirin Vakharia
Richard Weiner
JarminYeh

Appendix: Forum Topics
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Forum Topics

2009–2019

Dwelling Until 100: Susanne Stadler on Architecture and Aging.
7 in 10 people will need
long-term care

Fewer than 4 in 10 people believe
they will need long-term care

Models of Supportive Care For Elders: Susan Poor on aging in
community and models of supportive care for elders.
Caring for Older Parents: ‘The Savages’: Donna Schempp on
fiction versus reality in caring for elder parents.
Housing Options and What They Mean for Our Own Aging: Anne
Burns Johnson shares from her experience as former director of
Aging Services for California.
Memories: Susan Rothenberg shares her experience with recording
personal histories and what it means to her elderly clients.

Source: DHHS, 2013; Age Wave/Merrill Lynch, 2014

Aging in Community: Raines Cohen, Co-Housing and Aging-inCommunity Activist talks about his work and looks at models of
‘Aging in Community.’
Ethical Wills: Discussion of how an ethical will communicates
values, beliefs, and life lessons.
Theatre and Community: A discussion with representatives from
STAGEBRIDGE, a theatre company in Oakland.
Design for Senior Living - A Professional and Personal
Perspective: Architect Susie Coliver on her firm’s senior housing
projects and her role as daughter of a 93 old parent.
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“The Myth of Independent Living” - On The Meaning of Living
Alone in Old Age: Discussion with Elena Portacolone, UCSF,
who has researched Bay Area older adults living alone, the Gray
Panthers, and deinstitutionalization.
The Role of ‘Home’ in the Life of Older Adults: “A Day In The Life”
is a video project by a group of older adults who documented their
own homes and lives with a simple handheld camera. Presented
by Cathy Spensley, Felton Institute, Susanne Stadler, Architect and
JarmineYeh, UCSF.
Time to Let Yourself Go: A Report on My Retirement into a
More Creative Life: Hospital social worker Anita Kline reflects on
retirement, especially expectations and what actually happened.
Growing Old and Technology: Using Technology Despite Physical
Limitations: Center for Accessible Technology’s Dmitri Belser
shares technologies easily accessible by older adults, including by
those with vision and mobility impairments.
Reciprocity: Spiritual and Psychological Approaches to Giving
and Receiving Care as We Age: Beth MacLeod, gerontological
therapist and Rabbi Elliot Kukla share pathways, both spiritual and
psychological, to better prepare for giving and receiving care.
It Is Not Just About Food: Susan Edwards on the drama of the
dining room in senior residences, as meal times become the main
social experience.
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A Nurturing Home Instead of Nursing Home: Journalist Lynette
Evans and her niece Monika Weiss showcase products and designs
that support people in their desire to age at home.
While We are Alive: Guy Micco, professor, hospice/palliative care
physician, and director of UCB’s Academic Geriatric Resource
Center on his work and his view of the positive side of aging.
An Unexpected Place of Healing: Discussion on Ted Talk by
Romana Pierson about the unexpected resourcefulness of people
in a nursing home.
Seven Principles of Life-Enhancing Design: Architecture professor
Gary Coates on the qualities of the built environment, especially
in healing and spiritually restorative environments that support
human well being.
The Role of Adult Day Health in the Lives of Frail Seniors and
How Budget Issues Have Affected the Work of Adult Day Health
Care Centers: Discussion with Sheila Hembury, Program Director,
Bayview Hunters Point Multipurpose Senior Services.
‘Gero Technology’ - Can an Intelligent Home Support Aging in
Place?: Doris Bersing of Living Well at Home on how existing and
new technology can be used in planning, managing, and giving and
receiving care.
Downsizing Home: Professor Jill Stoner on how paring down and
moving to a smaller, more fitted home can be a source of renewal,
and on what home means to us throughout life.
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The Complex Ethics of Late Life Medical Decisions: Tips and
Conundrums: Attorney Philip Batchelder on planning ahead for
medical decision-making and end-of-life matters.
The Recovery Model as used in Innovative Mental Health and
its Potential Lessons for Empowering Elders: Discussion with
Cathy Spensley and Jon David Setell, Family Service Agency, San
Francisco.
A Conversation With Wendy Peterson: Director of Alameda
County’s Senior Services Coalition on how policy changes will
affect service providers and receivers.
Lifelong Learning: Hope Klein Levy, health educator at Kaiser
Permanente, on the field of lifelong learning.
‘Aging In Place’ – Practice, Policy, Training: Barrie Robinson,
lecturer and field work consultant at UCB’s School of Social
Welfare, on her special interest and research in ‘Aging In Place.’
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How Not To Be Bamboozled In Making Life-Affecting Decisions:
Professor and author Eileen Gambrill on ethics and professional
decision making, especially regarding health and pharmaceutical
issues.
Legacy Film Festival on Aging: Festival director Sheila Malkind
shows short films looking at what it takes to be ‘at home,’ including
the physical realm as well as living meaningful, purposeful lives
despite everyday challenges.
Aging In Place and the Increased Demand on Family Caregivers:
Donna Schempp, formerly of Family Caregiver Alliance, on how
caregiving affects family relationships.
There is No Excuse for Elder Abuse: Mary Twomey of the National
Center on Elder Abuse on initiatives to address elder abuse.
Advertising Aging: Peter Halberstadt on how the image of Aging is
shifting in the world of advertising.

Therapeutic Landscapes: Professor Clare Cooper Marcus on her
research into the power of nature and landscape, especially in
older age and for people with dementia.

What Buildings and Space Do For Us: Wanda Lieberman on the
relationship between our bodies and the physical environment,
especially vis a vis accessible design.

Senior Volunteerism and Grassroots Movements: Roy Earnest
on his work overseeing federal grants to Northern California
organizations for senior volunteer programs.

Knocking on Heaven’s Door – A Better Path to Death: Katy
Butler on the medical history of death and her experience with her
parents’ end of life.
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Rituals and Celebration: ‘Midwife to the Dying’: Judith Redwing
Keyssar on aging and dying.
Intergenerational Living – Architecture for Community: Professor
Sieple-Coates with examples, projects, and ideas from her
graduate students.
Towards a Universal City – A Community Effort: Cathy Spensley
of San Francisco Family Service Agency on efforts to make the city
more age- and disability friendly.
Aging in Place for Low Income Seniors: Lamar Turner of
ElderFocus advocates for unlocking federal funds to keep low
income seniors out of nursing homes.
Falling – Not Just About Safety: Oncology social worker Kathy
Orsini on falls and the fear of falling.
Aging in the LGBT Community: Fairley Parson on the financial
challenge of the transition from private disability to social security.
Intergenerational Connections: Natalie Green on Dance
Generators West, a performance company with members from
their teens through their eighties.
Focus on the Creative Spirit – Aging Artfully: Author and medical
social worker Amy Gorman on her writing workshops with older
adults.
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Embolden Bodies: Human Centered Design for Independent
Living: Three approaches to designing for persons as they age,
from occupational therapist Jennifer Carton Wade and industrial
designers Will Carey and Tasneem Babul Rayani.
Dementia-Enabling Spaces, Bodies, Environments: Space- and
place-related perspectives on living with dementia from professor
and MD Mehrdad Ayati and Memory Care Café founder Patricia
Ris.
Accordion Adventures, From Paris Café Music to Memory Care:
Odile Lavault on working and communicating with seniors who
have memory loss and sensory limitations through music and
songs.
Our Bodies Ourselves – Body Perception
Schempp breaks down common stereotypes.

and

Aging: Donna

Reflections Of An Octogenarian: Jayne Ross performs her
monologue about living in a Senior Retirement Community,
which she affectionately calls the “cruise ship.”
Sleeping Well to Live Well: The Role of Sleep in Normal and
Abnormal Aging: UCB researcher Bryce Mander on how sleep
changes in aging, including its relationship to cognitive decline.
Eat Well to Live Well – The Art of ‘Green’: Laura Knoff on the
direct connection between food and well-being.
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Communicating Aging Issues At The Policy Level: UCSF’s Brooke
Hollister on how to effectively communicate aging issues at the
policy level.

Food On The Table – Aging In Place: Discussion between high
touch - Meals on Wheels - and high tech – UberEats - on the
potential each business has for an aging urban population.

Reclaiming the Role of Elder in the Age of Longevity: Charlene
Depner on the Sage-ing International perspective, which views life
experience as a source of service to our families and communities
and as a legacy to future generations.

‘Grandparenting’ and Intergenerational Support in an Era of
Family Complexity: Charlene Depner on the importance of
intergenerational interactions and living, and the challenge of
transforming social systems to work better for people of all ages.

Life Outside The Home: Redefining Mobility to Ensure Social
Inclusion: How mobility needs redefining so older adults can
continue to participate in public life, led by six experts: Richard
Weiner, Dan Gillette, Jarmin Yeh, June Fischer, Barbara Beskind
and Gretchen Addi

Advocate!: Barbara Kate Repa shares her involvement in advocacy
on different levels, from the Funeral Society to the Ombudsman
Program for Nursing Homes.

Growing Up – Growing Older: Two local groups – improvisational
Playback Theatre and youth movement/martial arts center
Destiny Arts – collaborate to weave together stories about
growing up and growing older.
An Encore in the Peace Corps: Adrianne (66) shares her
experience of living and working for 2+ years in a simple brick
home in Tanzania.
Retiring Retirement: Erin McInrue Savage leads a discussion on
retirement, the meaning of ‘old,’ the seductive powers of anxiety
and fear, the role of play throughout life, poverty, and time
affluence.
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When Retirement Comes With a Daily Dose of Cannabis:
Representatives from Harborside Medical Dispensary on their
services, use of products and accessibility especially in regards to
the needs of the aging population.
21st Century Senior Housing Trends, Case Studies: Leslie
Moldow, Principal at Perkins Eastman San Francisco, on current
trends in Senior Housing.
On The Intention Not To Slow Down: Anita Bowers shares her
poetry and reflects on her own process of growing older.
‘Evolving Cities’: Observations, Insights and Views on Aging in
Urban Environments: Chris Luebkeman, Arup Fellow and Global
Forsight, on the solutions cities must take to evolve for the needs
of an aging population.
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How To Provide Human-Centered Care To Older Adults?
Professionals from community-based senior services, healthcare,
and higher education in a candid exploration of what is and what
should be. With Bob Edmondson, Andrew Scharlach, and Ken
Covinsky.
Navigating The Encore Years: Life Coach Josephine Withers
helps us ask “What do we yearn for?” She encourages personal
‘renaissance’ and also addresses social and policy changes so our
environment supports older adults.
Taste, Flavor & Quality of Life: Gerontechnologist and sensory
data scientist Benay Dara-Abrams on the role of taste and flavor.
Because diminishing taste can bring loss of appetite and isolation,
senior residences should place great importance on flavor choices.
How can we keep older adults connected? Four organizations
- San Francisco Village, Senior Center without Walls, Little
Brothers / Friends of the Elderly, and the Felton Institute discuss
social isolation in the context of San Francisco’s multicultural and
multilingual population.
Preparing for a Meaningful End of Life: Conversation between
theologian Megory Anderson and journalist Katy Butler about
their work on understanding last wishes, rites of passage, and
reintroducing dignity to the end of life.
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Social Security, Medicare and the Campaign Against Entitlements:
Professor emerita Carroll Estes and senior justice advocate Kevin
Prindiville share research, data, and concrete arguments why
social insurance is beneficial for a flourishing society and economy.
Free to Move From the Fullness of a Long Life: Dance instructor
and ‘Impromptu No Tutu’ leader Greacian Goeke asks us to move,
and to consider how that is part of expressing ourselves to the
fullest.
Insider Voices: Sharing Different Paths Taken, Lessons Learned
and Questions Unanswered: Four women ranging from age 63 to
83 describe and reflect on their paths at this stage of life, with “no
sugar coating.”
Feminism and Ageism: Doris Bersing believes we can use the skills
we learned when fighting for feminism to challenge ageism, and
encourages us to mentor younger generations.
Older Adults as Drivers of Innovation: Conversation with
Gretchen Addi, Janet Oh, Paul Tasner, and Kate Williams on their
entrepreneurial efforts, with examples of inspiration, process, and
accomplishments.
Philanthropy in the Field of Aging: Cultivating Innovative Thinking
and Solutions: Two foundation leaders, Glen Galaich and Shirin
Vakharia, explore the role and impact of private funders in making
programs which support growing old with dignity.
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The Role of Film Watching and Film Study for Older Adults:
Rachel Main and Mary Scott share the power of movies to tap into
our love for play and creativity and to make inclusive experiences
for people with different abilities.

The Power of Play: Activity Therapist Zoë Francesca, educator
Shela Pearl, and yo-yo expert Ernest Kahn consider Play and how
it allows us to explore outside our routines and free up the places
where we feel stuck.

Aging with Power, Grace and Humor: What’s What Productions’
solo performance touches on family relations, care-taking older
parents, and some of the funny and moving chapters along the way.
Long-Distance Caregiving: Three experts - Beth MacLeod, Donna
Schempp and Christina Irving - discuss the practical and emotional
challenges of long distance caregiving.
Design Without Limits: The Art of Creating Beautiful, Accessible
Homes: Wheelchair-riding architect Erick Mikiten on the
importance of a design-first approach to accessibility, which makes
these features welcomed rather than feared.
Revolutions in Transportation: How They Impact Urban Life and
the Age-friendliness of Cities: Gerry Tierney, Naomi Armenta, Ian
Griffiths and Warren Logan explore how transportation influences
the quality of our urban lives.
Embracing the Small to Enlarge Our World: Writer and writing
coach Jane Anne Straw seeks ways to keep our world and
perception as ‘large’ as possible. Seeing what is right in front of us,
we can experience beauty and joy, and feel connected throughout
life’s transitions.
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Notes

Notes from first AHWGO gathering with 10 participants, July 23, 2009
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agein Worksheet
Please jot down some key learnings or takeaways from this day of
peer learning to help you remember your own ideas and the ideas
shared.

Learning

Connection

______________________________________

I met someone today that I want to connect with again:

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

Curiosity

Empowerment

Today changed my thinking about:

3 things I learned today that I want to remember and/or learn
more about:

Today has inspired/empowered me to:

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________
After you have filled out the worksheet, we would appreciate if
you shared your thoughts. Please take a photo of the worksheet
and email to contact.ahwgo@gmail.com. Thank you!
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